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Penal Disobedience
By Mangaaka Ada (C. Westerfield 4t633261)
A prisoner strike had been organized to take place the morning

of September 10, 2016. It was to be a peaceful demonstration of
solidarity, in opposition of the oppression and egregious nature of
the prison industrial complex.
At the Hiawatha Facility, (the "new" Kinross) black mold
escaped the institutional white, rust-proof paint intended to detain
it. It loiterer around th,- babe of thb toilets, s eoed from under
the floor tiles and scaled the walls of the showers. Eight men
packed cubicles designed for six men to dwell. The food was
indigestible, some of the staff were incompetent and verbally
abusive. These and a long list of other grievances made Hiawatha a
ripe atmosphere for resistance.
There had already been several demonstrations of unity amongst
the prisoner population, a clear sign negating industrial control.
For example, most of us prisoners would line up in front of the
housing units at attention for twenty minutes in complete silence
when yard was called, then simultaneously disperse to go about our
usual routines. This was demonstrated three times, but the
administration just brushed it off.
When the 10th, arrived, an announcement was made by staff that
no prisoners were allowed to report to any job detail whatsoever. Of
course one of their inmate pets informed them of the strike.
Breakfast came and we were expecting to see the staff serving
hot meals that morning, but instead they handed out brown paper bags
containing a cold cheese sandwich, milk, and six duplex cookies.

Clearly their way of showing displeasure in our solidarity. Lunch
was a repeat of breafast, and now prisoners were agitated and
contemplating ratcheting up the resistance. This disdain escalatec
the planned strike into an impetuous protest.
Shortly after returning from lunch, out my window I noticed a
small assemblage of prisoners on the common yard. Their numbers
multiplied rapidly to a couple hundred. When they began to
circumnavigate the yard, some natural overwhelming authority
compelled ma to nop off my bunk eno join them. Approaching,the crowd
was spirited, applauding as more and more men arrived. The throng
grew to about five-hundred heads fast, and in an hour, ninety
percent of Hiawatha's prisoner population would be on the yard
chanting in unison, "No Justice, No Peace!!!'. A multitude of
prisoners had formed a determined army, and the "new Kinross"
Facility had officially lost control!
It was just a matter of time before the ERT (Emergency Response
Team) arrived. Vaulting out their trucks in full riot gear, they
advanced towards the two entrances that allowed access to our side
like trained soldiers. The concertina fence severing society from
our reality was the only barrier. Their aggressive stance was
intended to cower us, but to their surprise it had an opposite
effect. Two groups of prisoners formed fronts, ready to reciprocate
their force should they foolishly breach the compound. Men armed
with provisional, yet pernicious weapons, taunted the ERT, daring
them to enter.
This unsuspected objection proved more than the ERT could
manage, for not one officer durst come passed those points of entry,
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and eventually they backed down. There's no doubt in my mind had the
ERT attacked us, the yard would have bled both blue and grey that
afternoon.
Thunderous cheers boomed from the intransigent mob. This small
victory served to boost the moral as the march resumed, the chanting
now with renewed virility, "No Justice, No Peace!

A list of demands

were served on the Warden and a few prisoners vehemently negotiated
the terms with him.
The Hiawatha industrial complexs' authority had been curbed
seven or eight hours by now. Through the crowd confused whispers
were heard; men wondering what the end -game would be? How long were
we going to protest? Men were tiring and getting edgy. The Warden
had gone back inside to "consider the negotiations", returning an
hour later, reluctantly yielding to most of the demands.
The negotiators spread word that "we had won!" Welcome news to
the physically and emotionally exhausted crowd. We were instructed
into our Units to be counted. I was relieved to get back and relax a
while, but my intuition warned me to stay on my toes. A pressing
question unceasingly interrogating my mind, "Were they actually
going to let us get away with taking control of their facility?"
Count was made, followed by an announcement that chow would be
brought to the units. When those detestable sack meals arrived, I
sprang to my feet and frantically began packing my property. I told
my cubies, "something was about to go down!", as I was saying it,
over the officers radios cam,
. a coded instruction, "1019! 10191" The

staff reacted like set track runners anticipating a starter pistol.
At once they all abandoned their posts and made a dash for the
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control center! They even had ATV's poised to rescue the old, out of
shape staff who couldn't retreat fast enough! It was all very

comical, yet extremely serious.
Within minutes, we were alone without any supervision. We had
been tricked, and panic ensued as everyone braced for the inevitable
attack. Five minutes after the distress code was given, the EPT,
accompanied by state troopers, and local sheriffs stormed the
compound. They formed groups of about thirty and marched toward each
unit in single line formation. Anyone attempting to exit got riddled
with peoper spray rounds from their anxious rifles.
continued packing as pepper spray consumed the air. Guys
started arming themselves with any material that would cut, stab, or
be used as a bludgeon. The EPT had us divided and trapped, savoring
the revenge in their grasp.
Younger prisoners with appetites for destruction started
rebelling, looting and demolishing as much as humanly possible. Once
the surveillance cameras were painted out, many hold -outs gladly
joined in the destruction. My senses were overwhelmed. The smells of
gas, paint, smoke and burnt wires, mingled to create noxious fumes.
The relentless din of yelling, glass shattering, sinks and urinals
being smashed to bits, microwaves sparking in attempts to nuke the
metal placed in them. Music blaring, the fire alarm wailing, and
steel being rubbed against the concrete as men forged crude weapons.
Grasping the degree of chaos around me, I couldn't recognize
the place anymore. Everything that was not bolted down was in ruins.
Glass shimmered on the ground like precious jewels. Prisoner's files
from the counselor's office were strewn about the floor. The
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industrial wash machine and dryer had been relocated through the
front window onto the yard.
The ERT entered one unit at a time, targeting specific
prisoners for immediate ride-outs. Starting with A -Unit, they worked
their way back to H -Unit, where I was housed. It was eleven o'clock
p.m. when an angry man's voice barked through a bull-horn, "Get
Inside Your Assigned Cubes And On Your Bunks!

This demand

immediately followed by two flash bangs whose report caused those
intending to resist running for the safety of their cubes. Red beams
penetrated the smoke, searching for marks. Shots were randomly
fired, hitting guys in the face, the pepper gas rounds gleefully
choking their victims. One old man, having an asthma attack stood to
seek help. He was shot twice in the chest, exasperating his already
critical condition. He laid there in the hallway suffocating while
the officers yelled at him through gas masks.
When the ERT reached the cubicles, they instructed each man to
touch the sky and walk backwards down the hallway out the back door
where a group of officer's were waiting to cuff and identify us.
Outside the fresh air was invigorating. Men were seated on the
ground and others were being oracged away. When I informed

the

officer of my name, she yelled, "this ones riding!" Two officers
promptly snatched my arms and dragged me to the chow hall, now
converted into a processing center.
Reaching the entrance, a stubby officer wearing a sadistic
facial expression, holding a taser, looked me in the eye and yelled,
"STRIP!

No privacy existed in this open space, and male and female

staff were everywhere. In no mood to be tased, I complied. Standing
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there naked as he meticulously searched my clothing, I considered my
ancestors on an American auction block.
My personal effects thrown in a junk pile, and "Tasermen"
satisfied I had no contraband up my ass, I was ordered to dress, got
chained, and lined up with other prisoners waiting on the next bus
out.
The restraints served as razors, cutting deep into my ankles
and wrist, and I knew it would be a long, miserable ride ahead.
Following a sham hearing, I W85 eventually condemned to a max
facility for my participation in the "riot".
No regrets.
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